dream portfolios - turning dreams into memories
Dream Portfolios turns women’s dreams into reality and leaves them with memories to
treasure forever. Who has not wanted to be a pampered fashion model with a portfolio of
photographs that could be from a glossy magazine?

!
Now Sussex women and their partners can realise this dream with ease thanks to this new
venture from an experienced team of a hair stylist, make-up artist and photographer., who have
positioned their oﬀering very diﬀerently from others in this market.
Dream Portfolios is a fixed price service, with the client owning all the rights to all the photos.
The special oﬀer launch price of just £500 includes both a makeover and a CD of at least 20
edited high resolution images. So clients are not being tempted by a lower price and then
having to pay a small fortune if they want copies of their pictures.
Dream Portfolios is not a studio photoshoot. Many clients will prefer to be photographed in
the privacy of their homes, but Dream Portfolios also specialises in location photoshoots, such
as beaches, stables, restaurants, hotels, city streets, yachts and apartments. It can also arrange
premium locations such as boutique hotels and nightclubs, with a small additional charge to
cover the hire costs.

A large part of the experience is looking good and feeling good about yourself. It begins with a
hair styling, that can include colouring, and advice on costumes to suit your chosen theme and
location. And the hair stylist is on location to keep your hair looking perfect.

Also on location is Dream Portfolio’s make-up artist, who has worked with top international
fashion names, such as Roberto Cavalli, Vivienne Westwwod and Marie Claire magazine. After
applying your make-up he also stays throughout the photoshoot to keep it touched up.
The photographer is not just a cameraman. He gets his models into the right poses, and
ensures that the lighting is appropriate, to capture striking photos. And when the shoot is
complete he edits the pictures to create stunning digital images, in both colour and black and
white.

These images make perfect gifts for a partner for special occasions such as Christmas,
Valentines or a birthday or anniversary. They can easily be turned into framed prints, canvases
and albums, or something diﬀerent like a calendar or coﬀee table book. Because you own the
photos you can always have more made later.

The Dream Portfolios team also works together on photoshoots with professional models, and
clients experience exactly the same treatment as the professionals. Photoshoots can be shared
with a partner, or with a friend. And for those with big imaginations and budgets, they also do
photoshoots overseas, making an exciting addition to a long weekend break.

For more information contact:
Fatosh at The Cut Company, 88-88A Chapel Road, Worthing BN11 1BN
T: 01903 218191
E: fatosh@dreamportfolios.com
W: www.dreamportfolios.com

www.twitter.com/@dreamportfolios

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Worthing-United-Kingdom/Dream-Portfolios/
143329892378582

